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This experiment will ramp the high voltage (HV) on RHESSI germanium detector 9
(G9) down to zero volts, then back up to operating voltages, over the course of
multiple passes.  G9 will be at zero volts for the duration between the first Berkeley
pass and the second Berkeley pass.  The purpose is to investigate whether there is
hysteresis-like behavior related to the high leakage current on the rear segment
that  is  presumed  to  be  affecting  the  recording  of  events.   The  times  in  this
document  assume  that  this  experiment  will  be  performed  on  2014  May  28
(2014/147).

The tohban is required to be present at all Berkeley passes and can adjust this 
procedure in real time.  If at all possible, Albert Shih should be connected via phone 
for all Berkeley passes.

1. Second Wallops pass: 11:53 UT (4:53 AM PDT)
1.1.Dump  the current HV and threshold settings on G9 for confirmation during 

or after the pass
1.1.1. G9 HV: 130 (~2500 V)
1.1.2. G9 front slow LLD threshold: 0x1A
1.1.3. G9 front fast LLD threshold: 0x40
1.1.4. G9 rear slow LLD threshold: 0x30
1.1.5. G9 rear fast LLD threshold: 0x60

1.2.Reduce G9 HV by 20 counts (to ~2100 V)
/IHVDAC DETECTOR=9, VOLTAGE=110 ; was 130

1.3.Observe to see if monitor rates return on G9, but move on to the next step 
once there is less than 90 seconds remaining in the pass

1.4.Reduce G9 HV by 20 counts (to ~1750 V)
/IHVDAC DETECTOR=9, VOLTAGE=90 ; was 110

2. First Berkeley pass: 15:00 UT (8:00 AM PDT)
2.1.Record monitor rates on G9

G9 front G9 rear
Fast valid rate 90 12288
Slow valid rate 31 92
Livetime 63% 62%
Reset rate 174 12288
ULD rate 9 11

2.2.Reduce G9 HV by 40 counts (to ~950 V)
/IHVDAC DETECTOR=9, VOLTAGE=50 ; was 90

2.3.Observe to see if monitor rates return on G9, but move on to the next step 
once there is less than 90 seconds remaining in the pass

2.4.Reduce G9 HV by 50 counts (to zero volts)
/IHVDAC DETECTOR=9, VOLTAGE=0 ; was 50

3. G9 will be at zero volts for the back orbit



4. Second Berkeley pass: 16:39 UT (9:39 AM PDT)
4.1.For the next three HV increases, defer any commands to the following pass if

necessary.  Note the voltage at which segmentation occurs.
4.2.Raise G9 HV by 10 counts (to ~200 V) and wait for monitor rates to stabilize

/IHVDAC DETECTOR=9, VOLTAGE=10 ; was 0
4.3.Raise G9 HV by 20 counts (to ~600 V) and wait for monitor rates to stabilize

/IHVDAC DETECTOR=9, VOLTAGE=30 ; was 10
4.4.Raise G9 HV by 20 counts (to ~950 V)

/IHVDAC DETECTOR=9, VOLTAGE=50 ; was 30

5. End of experiment

6. Additional information about the experiment

During the first Berkeley pass the detector voltage was reduced to zero. At this 
point was noticed that the rear segment took longer to drain the charge. Also, it was
noticed that the reported values of the rear “fast valid rates” and the “reset rates” 
were the same.

At the second Berkeley pass detector's 9 HV voltage was increased from zero to 
~200V, it seems that the detector segmented at this point. Also, was noticed that 
the front segment livetime was already at 62%, although number of count were not 
high. Also, was noticed that as before the values shown for the rear  “fast valid 
rates” and the “reset rates” coincided. The HV was ramped up to 956V and was 
decided to stop the experiment at this point because no major change in the 
detector behavior was observed.


